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Even as governmental regulations fluctuate around
which service and emotional support animals are
cleared to fly, traveling with pets is becoming more

and more commonplace, with accommodations, restaurants
and parks allowing access to man’s best friend - and even
tailoring their experiences accordingly. While it can be fun to
have a furry companion along for the ride, loud crowds and
unfamiliar spaces like airports, train stations, and hotels can
be distressing for sensitive critters, so we’ve rounded up a
few items to make your journey as smooth as possible. From
cat harnesses and dog socks to GPS trackers and anxiety
jackets, these are the goods to get you to your final destina-
tion - and let you enjoy the journey too. 

Our writers independently select the best products to
help you have amazing travel experiences. 

1. Wild One air travel carrier
If you’re taking to the skies with a small pup or cat in tow,

the proper carrier can make all the difference. Wild One’s
version is ideal for animals up to 16 pounds, with mesh walls
for breathability, a shoulder strap that doubles as a leash,
and a padded interior that folds out to serve as a bed. Most
important, it’s airline compliant, sized to fit underneath a
standard economy-class seat, and comes with that all-im-
portant sleeve that slides over your suitcase handle for ease
of carry. Air travel carrier, $125.

2. Spruce dog bed
For road trips and train travel, you can afford to pack

those items that make your canine companion feel at home -
even if they take up a bit more room. Not only is Spruce’s
portable bed extra cozy, with memory-foam padding, side
bolsters, and removable, washable, waterproof sheets, it
also folds up to hold all of your dog’s accoutrements, from
toys and food to leashes and bowls. Plus, it’s made from the
same materials as luggage designed for humans, so it’ll
withstand plenty of wear and tear. Spruce portable dog bed,
from $170.

3. Kitty Holster cat harness
On the whole, cats tend to be less well-traveled than dogs

- it’s just the nature of the beast. But if you leash-train your
kitten, they’ll be primed to join you on your adventures, as
long as you have the proper equipment. Some harnesses go
on over the head and secure with clips and adjustable straps,
but for cats that have a tendency to slip out, Kitty Holster’s
lightweight model relies on Velcro closures to keep them
locked in and a breathable cotton fabric to keep them from
overheating. Kitty Holster cat harness, $24.
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The proper carrier can make all the difference.

A portable dog bed can make your canine companion feel at home.


